
 

English  ~ Exclamation Marks!   

 

 

 

 

Maths ~ Number & Place Value, Mental 
Addition and Subtraction 

We compared and ordered numbers, using ˂ 
and ˃ signs.  We also found 10 more and 10 
less than any 2-digit number on making leaps 

on the number line.  

Homework:  Numbers on a Line, Number 
Cross Challenge, All the Fives Activites 

Please remember to do Maths 
‘workouts’ as much as you can 
to keep your Maths skills      
simmering!  
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It’s a Wild World:  Science Topic: Living things (Animals) and their Habitats  

This week we finished our journey with Sunny and 
arrived back in the Kalahari Desert - home!  During 
our topic this half term we have learned how       
important habitats are for animals such as the   
meerkat.  In our Science lessons we asked ourselves 
‘What can  humans do to look after Sunny’s 
habitat?’  We also thought about ‘What would 
happen if people built their homes near 
Sunny’s desert?’.   In our English lessons we ended 
our story by writing postcards as Sunny, telling our 
family that we are coming home and how much we 
missed them!  

 Finally, after his interesting journey, 
Sunny is home!  

We used Sunny’s postcards home to practise and explore 
when and how to use exclamation marks.  When we are 
writing a letter, diary or postcard they can show when 
we are feeling excited, scared, angry or even surprised!  

Homework:  ‘Where does the exclamation mark go?’ 
sheet.  Practise how and when to use exclamation marks. 

Spelling Project ~                                            
Writing to a Hundred Practice!                           

We continue this week writing number words from      
forty-one to fifty.  We need to learn to write all our 

numbers in words correctly and remember how to do it!  
Once you think you have mastered spelling the number in 
words, circle it in your hundred square.  This is a project 

to keep at home - we will add to it each week.   

We are now half way there!  What does that tell 
you about the number fifty and one hundred? 

Reminders: 

◊  Swimming caps are now compulsory 
for both boys and girls.  Please ensure this 
is part of your child’s swim kit.  

 

◊ Black and Orange Parade 
next Thursday afternoon 
2nd November, 2pm!   
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